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e are always happy to add new names to our extensive mailing
list and produce several catalogues a year (electronic or printed) as well
as frequently offering items which might be of interest. We also regularly
search for items to satisfy customers’ particular wants or assist generally
in building their collections. Many of our customers are leading institutions and collectors throughout the world, but many also are more
modest bibliophiles who share our particular passions. All are equally
valued and most are long-standing. You, like them, can purchase from us
in complete confidence that you can rely on our experience and expertise.
Please do share this catalogue.
THINKING OF SELLING?
We are always keen to add to our stock, with a particular focus on English STC books (pre 1640), continental books
printed up to the mid 1600s and medieval and renaissance manuscripts, in all languages and on all subjects. However
we are also purchasers of later items, especially collections. We are particularly eager to acquire fine, complete copies in
contemporary bindings. If you are thinking of disposing, please get in touch to arrange an appointment. We are always
pleased to consider offers and will give as much help and advice as we can if your books are not for us. This is always
provided free of charge and with no obligation on your part. Naturally, our discretion is assured.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information on any of the items listed within, please get in contact with us via phone or email, or visit our website to browse more of our stock. Should you wish to view any items in person, we are happy to make appointments, or
simply stop by our Fulham Road shop.
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Cover from item 49: RAMUSIO, Giovanni Battista. Delle navigationi et viaggi...Volume primo. [with] Delle
navigationi et viaggio...Volume secondo. (with) Delle navigationi et viaggi...Volume terzo.
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41. [MÜLLER, HEINRICH, ed.] [with] HERBERSTEIN, Sigmund von. (1) Türckische Historien. (2) Moscoviter
wunderbare Historien.
(1) Frankfurt, Paul Reffler, in v. Kilian Rebarts, 1570, (2) Basel, haer. Nikolaus Brylinger & Marx Russinger, 1567.
£13,750
Folio. Two works in one, separate t-p to each. Large Gothic letter, in red and black. Decorated initials. I) Three parts in
one, ff. (xxviii) 85 (iii); ff. 105 (v); ff. 56. 18 large woodcuts of Ottoman sultans. II) pp. (xxiv) 246 (vi). Printer’s device
to t-p; woodcut of Tsar with arms of Moscow to verso; five full-page woodcuts of bison, weapons, skis, sledges, and
Russian cavalry; three engraved double-page maps of Muscovy with arms of the Herberstein family, two on stubs. Light
age browning, a bit heavier to a few ll., intermittent light water stain towards outer margins, small ink splash to first t-p,
marginal worm trail to one gathering, lower outer corners a bit marked, traces of dividers to a few outer margins. Good,
well-margined, clean copy in contemporary German pigskin over bevelled wooden boards, two clasps, fore-edges blue.
Blind-tooled to a triple-rule panel design, outer border with interlacing foliage, second with allegorical female figures of
Caritas, Spes, Fortitudo, Fides, and binder’s monogram ‘MG’, third with male heads in roundels and arms of Augsburg
and Saxony, and another unidentified, ‘MG’ repeated, central panel with two rolls of images of Sts John and Peter, and
Christ, surrounded with male heads in roundels, arms of Augsburg and another unidentified. Lower cover slightly
rubbed.
A finely illustrated sammelband of uncommon German ethnographic surveys of Muscovy and the Ottoman territories. I) Translated and
edited by Heinrich Müller, ‘Türckische Historien’ is an adaptation of influential contemporary works on the Ottomans. The first part is
based on the Italian version of the ‘Palinodia de los Turcos’ by Vasco Díaz Tanco de Fregenal (c.1490-c.1573), a Spanish humanist
and polymath. It is a compendium of the history of the Turks inspired by Paolo Giovio’s renowned ‘Commentario de le cose de’
Turchi’ (Rome, 1532). Like traditional ethnographic accounts, it employs anecdotes and vivid episodes to enrich historical events,
spanning the origins of the Turks and the war between Selim III, Charles V and the Serenissima. Unlike its source, this translation is
handsomely illustrated with portraits of Ottoman Sultans. The second part, which bears a separate t-p and the date 1565, is based on ‘I
cinque libri della legge, religione, et vita de’ Turchi’ (Venice and Florence, 1548) by Giovan Antonio Menavino (b. 1492). It is an
account of the time Menavino spent at the court of the Sultan of Constantinople after being captured by the Turks aboard a ship, and
contains a wealth of information on Turkish customs, laws, religion, institutions, and army, including observations on temples, burials,
and ‘hospitals’ for the relief of pilgrims, travellers, the poor and sick. The third part, with a separate t-p and the date 1563, is an edition
of ‘Ursachen des Türkenkriegs’ (Strasbourg, 1558) by Johannes Aventinus (Johann Georg Turmair) (1477-1534), a German
historian and philologist. Aventinus analyses the religious, political and military causes of the Turkish wars, adding that the papal
crusades had corrupted the principles of a just war with the market of indulgences. II) ‘Moscoviter wunderbare Historien’ is a translation
of ‘Rerum Moscovitarum Commentarii’ (1549) by the historian and diplomat Sigmund von Herberstein (1486-1566). Written
between 1517 and 1527, it relies heavily on Herberstein’s personal experience and interactions with Russian people, whose language he
could speak. The woodcuts and maps are in excellent condition; this is one of the earliest illustrations of the use of skis. The maps depict
the topography of Muscovy, from its boundary with Livonia to Siberia, its physical conformation, rivers, lakes, and vegetation, and the
first modern plan of the city of Moscow. They are elegantly engraved and in such fine detail that individual features and buildings are
easily identifiable.
I) Only Harvard copy recorded in the US.
USTC 695747, 626839, and 627141; Göllner 1264.
II) Only Kansas copy recorded in the US.
USTC 676477; Graesse III, 245; BM STC Ger. p. 397.
L2769
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EXCELLENT EDITION OF THIS SEMINAL AND BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WORK
42. NICOLAY, Nicolas de. Les navigations, peregrinations et voyages, faicts en la Turquie, par Nicolas de Nicolay .
Antwerp, Guillaume Silvius, 1577.
£4,950
4to. pp. (xxiv) 305 [ie 388] (xxxii). Roman letter, occasional Italic, prefatory epistle in Civilité. Small woodcut
printer's device on title, title within typographical border, historiated woodcut initials and typographical ornaments, 60
full page woodcut plates within typographical borders. Slight age-yellowing, some mostly marginal spotting on first
and last few leaves, small single worm hole in blank upper margin of thirty ll., the odd spot or thumb mark. A very
good, clean copy in C19 English calf, gilt oval armorial device of the Society of writers to the Signet at centers of
covers, spine with gilt ruled raised bands, rebacked with original spine laid down.
Excellent edition of this seminal and beautifully illustrated work by Nicolay, a detailed account of his travels to the Near East
illustrated with sixty spirited full-length portraits of male and female figures of all ages and ranks in local costume. It was first published
in Lyons in 1568, with copperplates engraved by Louis Danet from Nicolay's original drawings [two reproduced in Mortimer-Harvard
Fr. 386]. According to Mortimer, Nicolay's illustrations are 'the first to represent the costume of the Near East in detail', and were
widely copied in the C16th; this edition is illustrated with fine woodcuts by Antonij van Leest, whose initials appear in the first and
other plates, after those of the first edition. Dedicated by Nicolay to Charles IX, whom Nicolay served as Valet de chambre and
géographe ordinaire, it also contains a long "Elegie" by Ronsard addressed to Nicolay, and a letter (in a fine Civilité type) from the
publisher Silvius to Cornille Pruney. The book opens with Nicolay's long preface on traveling and the great travelers of history, from
Noes and Jason down to Marco Polo, Vasco de Gama, Columbus, Pizarro, and many more. Book I describes, i.a., the Balearic
islands, Algiers, Pantelleria, Malta and Tripoli, and its plates depict their women. Book II deals briefly with the Greek islands (i.a.
Kithira, Khios, and Paros) and then concentrates on Constantinople describing in detail its antiquities, monuments, harem, mosques
(St. Sophia in particular), and Turkish baths. Again, the plates portray women only, including a harem lodger, two women dressed to
go to the baths, and one with two children. Contrastingly, Book III is all dedicated to men: Janizaries, the Sultan's valets, semi-naked
wrestlers, the Sultan's cook, doctors, judges, relatives of Mahomet, pilgrims going and coming from the Mecca, and representatives of
four religious confessions, one of whom has his penis pierced with a ring in order to preserve his chastity (p. 184). Book IV deals with
Persia, Saudi Arabia, Greece and other Middle Eastern provinces. Its plates include an Arab and an Armenian merchant, a black
slave, a Jewish merchant and a Jewish woman, a Turkish courtesan and a 'Delly', i.e. a 'mad and bold man' with plumed hat and
shield, portrayed here riding a horse (p 238). Nicolay (1517-83) was, as Ronsard notes in his Elegie, extensively travelled and one of
the best draughtsmen of his time. In 1551 he followed Gabriel d'Aramon, the French ambassador, to Constantinople, and visited all of
the places mentioned in this book. He could speak nearly every European language and wrote several travel books. A landmark in the
history of the travel to the Near East, handsomely illustrated throughout with very accurate costume plates. "His (Nicolay's)
illustrations have been called the most influential introduction to Turkish costumes" Blackmer. Colas notes "c'est la première série de
documents serieux sur les habillements du proche Orient".
Not in BM STC Fr. C16th. Adams N 254. Brunet IV p. 67. Graesse IV p. 671. Göllner 1664 (the 1576 Silvius
edition). JFB N144 (first french edition) "one of the earliest descriptions of the lands and peoples of the Near East".
Alden has later English translation only.
L1011
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43. OLEARIUS, Adam. Relation du Voyage de Moscovie, Tartarie, et de Perse, .. depuis l’an 1633, jusques en l’an 1639.
A Paris, chez Pierre Aubouin, 1656.
£2,250
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. pp. [xxxviii] 543-[i]. (-)1, �4, ĩ4, õ4, ũ4, *2, A-3Y4. Roman letter, some Italic. Woodcut
initials, head and tail-pieces, typographical headpieces and ornaments, contemporary manuscript ex dono on title
“don. d. Carolus bonodin Can. arch. bibliothecca eclesia noniam 1663”, small C19th library stamp in blank margin
below, early shelf mark on pastedown. Light age yellowing, very minor water-stain in blank upper margin in places,
the rare marginal spot or mark. A very good copy, clean and well margined, in contemporary vellum over thin boards.
A very good copy of the first French translation of this important travel account to Moscow and Persia by Adam Olearius, German
scholar, and secretary to an embassy sent by the small German state of Holstein to explore an overland trade route with Persia. The first
embassy was dispatched to Russia in 1633-34 to secure the tsar’s permission to travel, and ship through his realm. The second was sent
in 1635 to complete the deal with the shah of Persia. Although the commercial mission failed, the embassy was successful in the
remarkable information gathered by Olearius. The embassy started from Gottorp in 1633 and travelled, by Hamburg, to Moscow
where they concluded an advantageous treaty with Tsar Michael, and returned forthwith to Gottorp to procure the ratification of this
arrangement from the duke, before proceeding to Persia. Their voyage down the Volga and over the Caspian Sea was slow and hindered
by accidents, but they reached the Persian court at Isfahan and were received by the Safavid king, Shah Safi.
“The first edition of Olearius’ account of his travels was published in 1647 in Schleswig. An extended and restructured edition
appeared in 1656: .. The [work] is divided into six “books” of which the fourth treats the mission’s route up to Isfahan, with detailed
descriptions of Ardabil, Qazvin, Qom, Kāšān, and their stay at the Safavid court. Book five is an encyclopedic description of Persia,
covering aspects such as geography, fauna and flora, political institutions, manners, customs and clothing, Safavid history, education,
language and script, trade, and religion. The return journey from Isfahan is the subject of book six. Amongst the numerous ethnographic
observations, mention should be made of Olearius’ depiction of the Asura’ ceremonies and other Shiite rituals, including the recitation
of a “Machtelnamae” and the celebration of Ali’s designation as the Prophet’s successor (“Chummekater;” p. 435ff., 456ff.). Of
interest for the history of printing is the regular insertion of Persian and Turkish quotations in the original script, serving as a model for
the later account by Engelbert Kaempfer. .. “Olearius provided the first comprehensive description of Persia since antiquity, but his
achievements appear less significant when compared with the far broader range and experience of later travellers who wrote after him in
the course of the 17 century” (Lohmeier, p. 59). Still, all later travelogues are heavily indebted to him and his work can be studied as a
starting point for the genre. His outstanding contribution to the cartography of Persia is his Nova Delineatio Persiae et Confiniorvm
veteri longe accurator edita Anno 1655, the first realistic map of Iran that, in particular, corrects the location and form of the Caspian
Sea. ..He also acted as editor of books composed by other members of the Holstein-mission or travellers associated with the Duchy of
Gottorp..” Encyclopedia Iranica.
This enlarged edition was also translated into Dutch, Italian and English. A very good copy of the first edition in French.
BM STC Fr. C17th. Brunet IV 178. Graesse V 18. Blackmer.
L2689
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THE FIRST GERMAN ACCOUNT OF RUSSIA
44. PETREIUS, Petrus. Historien und Bericht von dem Grossfürstenthumb Muschkow..
Leipzig, Typis Bauaricis, 1620.
£3,250
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to. pp. (xxii) 695 (i). Gothic letter. Charming engraved architectural t-p with standing
figures of the emperor and patriarch of Russia, burning lamps, and Russian weapons, very slightly trimmed at front.
Woodcut initials, headpieces, and typographical ornaments. General light age browning, minor water stain to upper
outer corner of first gathering, tiny hole to text at end of dedication section not affecting reading, small rust hole
mostly interlinear to one leaf, faded inscriptions in C17 hand to t-p and last page. Good, well- margined copy in C17
limp vellum, yapp edges, lacking ties, minor marginal water stain to final leaf, C17 inscriptions and numbers to
pastedowns, early case mark to spine, fepp renewed.
Very good first edition of a most influential C17 account of the duchy of Muscovy and the Russian provinces. Petrus Petreius (Pers
Persson) (1570-1620) was a Swedish diplomat and intelligencer from Uppsala, who worked for several years in Russia in the early
C17 century. Petreius first published his account in Swedish, as ‘Regni Muschowitici Sciographia’ (Stockholm, 1615), marking a
new attitude towards the perception of Russians in Sweden. The ‘Sciographia’ was translated into German and published in Leipzig
in 1620, with additional dedications and an appendix. The six parts are devoted to the cities and provinces, history (from Rurik to
1612), political ceremonies, warfare, customs, and religious rites of Russia and its people. Most of the second part is concerned with the
period spanning the reign of Boris Godunov and the start of the Romanov rule. Petreius relied heavily, especially for the section on the
False Dimitris, on the yet unpublished Latin eyewitness account by Konrad Bussow. He interspersed it with personal observations
based on direct experience, like the sight of the corpses of Fyodor II Borisovich and his mother bearing the imprint of the ropes which
strangled them.
‘Historien und Bericht’ is of fundamental importance for early modern European first-hand knowledge of Russian culture. Petreius
adapted for the German language words relating to Russian society, making them more accessible to his new readers by avoiding,
unlike in the Swedish original, Russian borrowings. In his account, the complex meaning of the term ‘Bojar’ is simplified to the title of
‘nobleman’ (‘Adel’ or ‘Herr’), and ‘keysare’, the same term used to address the German Holy Roman Emperors, appears as a
translation of ‘czar’ in the reported speeches of Russian people. The ‘Historien und Bericht’ was among the sources used by I. M.
Karamzin for his famous History of the Russian State' (‘История Государства Россииского’) of 1843.
BL STC Ger. P437; Graesse V, 237; Adelung II, P238-58; J FB P199. Not in Brunet. See А. В. Толстиков, ‘Зачем
переводить “Regni Muschovitici sciographia” Петра Петрея со шведского языка’, Средние века 72 (2011), pp.
175-86.
L2314
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45. POLO, Marco. Delle meraviglie del mondo per lui vedute ... Di nuovo ristampato, & osservato l’ordine suo vero nel dire.
Venice & Trevigi, Angelo Righettini, [1627?].
£29,500
8vo, pp. 128, Roman letter, a little Italic. Printer’s woodcut device on title-page, 1 decorated initial, a couple of
typographical ornaments, full page woodcut illustration representing Marco Polo wearing Mongol clothes and
apparently doing a deal. Light age yellowing, diminishing foxing or spotting to first or last ll. A good, clean copy in
c1800 tree calf, spine gilt, all edges red. Bookplate of Juan Carlo Ahumada (1890-1976), professor of gynaecology at
the University of Buenos Aires, to front pastedown and shelf label to front endpaper, number (binding cost?) inked to
rear pastedown.
One of the earliest editions, including a charming illustration of Marco Polo at the court of the Khan, of the well- known account of his
travel in Asia (and particularly China), which was considered legendary by his contemporaries. Born in Venice (1254) from a family
of merchants, in 1271, together with his father Niccolò and the uncle Matteo, he embarked on an epic journey across Asia, arriving in
Peking, where he was in the service of Kublai Khan, the Mongolian Emperor, for several years. Returning to Venice in 1298, Marco
was taken as a prisoner by Genoese after the battle of Curzola. It was in prison that he dictated his adventures to Rustichello da Pisa
who first put them into writing in French, probably using Marco’s diary. After gaining his freedom Polo lived in Venice for the rest of
his life (1324-25).
About 150 manuscript editions in different languages spread within a century, such as the ancient version in Venetian, only recently
discovered (“Il Milione Veneto. Ms. CM 211 della Biblioteca civica di Padova di Marco Polo”, ed. by A. Barbieri & A. Andreose,
1999). However, the anonymous shorter Italian version, first printed in 1496 (Venice, Giovanni Battista Sessa) and reissued many
times by Righettini and others, was the most widely read by the Mediterranean sailors. Better known as “Il Milione”, nickname of
Polo’s family, this work showed similarities with the typical merchant’s manuals and used simple and concise language, including both
first and second hand information on geography, customs and economies of unknown peoples and territories of Asia. The text opens
with a short address to the reader and a chapter on the city of Trebizond. The first part is aimed at introducing Marco Polo’s family.
There follow 145 chapters describing the Turkish lands, small and great Armenia, Mosul and Baghdad, the territories of Balkh and
Badakhshan, the fertile Persian Empire and its desert, the Tatar Empire and the borders of India. The work especially focuses on the
politics, cities and architecture of the Chinese empire. For instance, many pages are dedicated to the luxurious residences of the Great
Khan and the numerous diplomatic missions undertaken by Polo on his behalf, such as the journey to the extensive province of Tibet.
Some of the information in this book was incorporated in important maps of the later Middle Age, such as the Catalan World Map
(1375). Above all, Marco Polo’s was the most influential travelogue on the Silk Road ever written in an European language depicting
the enchanted Asia as a rich continent characterised by incredible resources, creatures and prodigies, which opened up the way for the
arrival of thousands of Westerners in the centuries to come. It encouraged XV century traders interested in exotic products, such as silk,
porcelain, jewellery and spices, to visit Asia and start new business, It also inspired missionary efforts from Europe, primarily by
Franciscan, Dominican, or Jesuit missionaries. “This influence prevailed until the seventeenth century when the maps of Martini, the
visits of the Jesuits and the work of de l’Isle and d'Anville superseded his accounts . . . As a story of adventure, an account of the
experiences of one of the greatest travellers who ever lived, the book has remained alive” (“Printing & the mind of man”, p. 23).
Copies of this edition are recorded only at the University of Manchester, the Bibliotèque National de France, the
Staatsbibliothek of Berlin and at the Jenks Library at Gordon College in the US. BL It., 695; Cordier, Sinica 1972.
Adams and BM STC It. include only previous editions. Not in USTC. Not in Brunet or Graesse.
K100
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THE MOST CELEBRATED BOOK OF ISLANDS
46. PORCACCHI, Thomaso. L'Isole piu famose del Mondo.
Venice, Simon Galignani & Girolamo Porro, 1572.
£9,500
FIRST EDITION folio, pp. (xxiv) 117 (i). Roman letter, italic sidenotes, large naturalistic woodcut initials and
headpieces. Very fine engraved architectural border to t-p incorporating figures, putti, armillary sphere and globes and
scientific book and symbols, printer's woodcut device on verso of last. Thirty highly detailed half- page maps by
Girolamo Porro of islands and continents, with excellent contrast and impression. A very good, large copy on thick
paper, a little soiling to a few margins, occasional water stain at blank corner, the odd spot and thumb mark.;
unsophisticated and unwashed. In contemp. limp vellum, C19 armorial bookplate of Robert Chambers on front
pastedown, earlier ms pressmark above, later bookplates to feps.
Rare first edition of the most celebrated book of islands, by the Italian scholar Thomaso Porcacchi, beautifully illustrated with the
delicate engraved maps and plans, one for each place, of Girolamo Porro, who also produced the maps for Ruscelli's translation of
Ptolemy's Geographia in 1574. The first 15 illustrations begin with Venice and her surrounds, then pass from east to west through the
Mediterranean, from Corfu, Crete and Cyprus via Rhodes, Sicily and Malta, to Corsica, Elba and the Balearics. The next six are
from Northern Europe, the British Isles, Scotland, Ireland, the Frisian islands, Iceland and Gotland. Across the Atlantic are
Hispanola, (with a lengthy account of the arrival of Columbus), Cuba and St Lawrence, the islands ending with Ceylon and the
Moluccas.
The last four illustrations comprise a remarkably important and detailed map of North America, a smaller version of Forlani's, and the
first depicting that landmass as a single continental entity; it is also the first printing of the first atlas map of North America, followed
by a detailed plan of Mexico city at the time of the Spanish conquest. The last two are very attractive and complete world maps, the
second specifically designed for the use of navigators. Each of the illustrations is accompanied by a few pages of topographical and
geographical description of the subject matter, including principal places, physical features, climate, customs and produce. The Isole is
interesting both as a fine example of the most elegant Italian cartography but also as one of the most sophisticated responses to the
increasing demand for reliable information about far away places.
Albert Parreño was an alumnus of Princeton and a well-known collector of travel books.
BM STC It. p. 534. Sabin XV 64148. Alden 572/44. JFB p.360 “a popular island book.” Palau XIV 232891. Not in
Mortimer.
L993
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NO COPIES IN US
47. RADZIWIŁŁ, Mikołaj. Peregrinacya abo Pielgrzymowanie do Ziemie Swiętey
Cracow, W Drukarniey Antoniego Wosinskiego, 1628.
£6,500
4to. pp. (viii) 356. Gothic letter. T-p and text within typographical border, large oval portrait of Mikołaj Radziwiłł to
verso of t-p. Paper softened, light browning, t-p fore-edge and lower outer blank corner of last four ll. restored, small
repair to lower portion of t-p, touching couple of lines of text, first couple of ll. somewhat dusty, holes to lower blank
margin of F 1 and G 4 , marginal paper flaw to Z 2 , light water stain to outer blank margin of first and last few ll, lower
egde of NN 2-3 uneven. A good copy in contemporary vellum, recased over modern boards, slightly splayed, small
repair at head of spine, corners worn, old ink stain to lower cover. Stamps of Archivium Treterianum and H. Treter
(C19), and Bibl. Treteriana (C18?), and inscriptions ‘Ta ksiazka jest E. Laibodzki dana mi ad W Jozefa Sczepanskiego
25 Apr 1816’ and ‘Kupilem z Jazdz [city of Jażdże?] 860 Hilary Treter’, all to t-p, C19 stamp of H. Treter to verso of
last leaf.
The exceedingly rare Polish translation—with no copies recorded outside Poland—of the author’s journey to the Holy Land. Prince
Mikołaj Krzysztof Radziwiłł (1549-1616) was a traveller, diplomat and member of a powerful aristocratic family in the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth. In 1601, he achieved popularity with the publication of ‘Hierosolymitana peregrinatio’, an account, in
Latin, of his travels to the Holy Land, Syria, Egypt, Italy, Greece, Crete and Cyprus in 1582-84. It was quickly published in
German in 1603, and in Polish in 1607, based on the German edition. This copy was in the possession of the Treter family,
purchased in 1860 by a descendant of Tomasz Treter (1547-1610), who first translated Radziwiłł’s ms., by then widely circulated,
into Latin. The idea of publishing the account was promoted by the Jesuits, as part of the Counter-Reformation attempts to reignite
pilgrimages to the Holy Land. These had subsided after the Ottoman conquest of Jerusalem and the Eastern Mediterranean, the more
remote exploration routes, the commercial crisis between Venice and the Orient, and Reformed theologians’ criticism of pilgrimages
(Longo, 'Memorie’, 16). In his preface to the first Latin edition, Treter indeed presented Radziwiłł’s pilgrimage as a Catholic’s ‘heroic
journey’, in the face of the Reformation (Noonan, ‘Road’, 187). Like its contemporary European counterparts, ‘Peregrinacya’
included itineraries and logistic information for pilgrims, with unusual attention to ethnographic descriptions. It begins with the difficult
organisation, e.g., the procurement of a passport, ‘without which one cannot go to Jerusalem’, from the Doge Nicola da Ponte in
Venice, and a meeting with the Custodian of the Holy Land, Geremia da Brescia. It also reports the text of documents he needed to
present to authorities along the way. The account continues with his journey to Greece and Cyprus via Dalmatia, thence to Cyprus,
Jerusalem, Tripoli and Egypt. In addition to a long section on the customary holy places he visited in Jerusalem, he also mentions the
situation of the Ottoman occupation in the Eastern Mediterranean. Most fascinating is the long third section, on Egypt, where he
describes the ‘glory’ of Memphis and devotes three pages to the pyramids of Giza, with references to Pliny and the story of Rodopis, the
prostitute who allegedly built the third pyramid with money earned through her profession. Scattered in the third part are also
descriptions of Egyptian mummies, including a reference to the recent decree forbidding the trade in and export of mummies, which were
used by European apothecaries for medicaments.
Only National Library of Poland copy recorded.
Estreicher, Bib. Polska, 184828; Brunet IV, 1087 (mentions first Polish ed. of 1617 [i.e.1607] only). Not in Röricht,
Bibliotheca Geographica Palaestinae. F.T. Noonan, The Road t Jerusalem (Philadelphia, 2007); P.G. Longo, Memorie
di Gerusalemme (2010).
L3363
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48. RALEIGH, Walter. A Declaration of the Demeanor and Cariage of Sir Walter Raleigh, Knight, as Well in his Voyage as
in, and sithence his Returne.
London, Bonham Norton, 1618.
£4,950
FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE. 4to.pp. (ii) 63 (i): [superscript pi], A2, A-H4 (lacks initial signed blank). Roman
letter, the Royal commission in Italic, woodcut printer’s device (Mckerrow 248) on title, woodcut Royal arms on
verso, woodcut initial and headpiece. Title and verso of last dusty, blank lower outer corners a bit soiled, light
yellowing occasional marginal mark. A very good, large margined copy in C19th speckled calf by Riviere and Son,
covers bordered with a double blind rule, spine with raised bands, red morocco labels gilt, inner dentelles richly gilt.
The exceedingly rare first edition, first issue, of the official apologia for Raleigh’s execution, detailing, just months after the events
described, his conduct during his last voyage to America in 1618. It was composed by the commissioners, including Bacon, who tried and
condemned Raleigh. After Raleigh failed to locate the source of Spanish treasure he had promised the ever avaricious King James, he
captured the island of St. Thomas killing the Spanish governor. On his return Raleigh was tried for this attack, with Bacon as
prosecutor. However, as Raleigh was already under sentence of death for his 1603 conviction for supposed treason, he could not be tried
for his misdeeds in St. Thomas. James, under pressure from the Spanish Ambassador Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuna, Count
Gondomar, ordered Raleigh executed under the 1603 verdict. This volume attempts to justify the execution in the face of public
indignation. In a letter to a friend, Bacon wrote: “we have put the Declaration touching Raleigh to press, with his Majesty’s additions
which were very material and fit to proceed from his Majesty.” In the account of his final moments Raleigh’s biographer John Shirley
notes that as he took his leave of Lord Arundel he “intreated him to desire the King, that no scandalous Writing to defame him might be
published after his Death.” Raleigh’s courageous conduct at the scaffold and popular indignation that followed his execution immediately
provoked defences by those responsible. The first issue of this work was rushed through the press by the Government (resulting in several
variants), as James attempted to face down the public outcry (According to a letter of Sir Robert Naunton’s [Fortesque papers Camden
Soc. ..] ‘in theyr haste, [the printer’s] were faine to watche 2 nights and sett 20 presses aworke at once’). Phorzheimer. Bacon began by
maintaining it was not the duty of a Sovereign to justify himself to the people, but because of Raleigh’s final speech it was necessary to
explain why he deserved execution. The King’s part in Raleigh’s disastrous expedition to Guiana was reconfigured as a magnanimous
gesture. He didn’t believe that there was such a ‘City of Gold,’ but because of the popularity of Raleigh and his influence with the
people it was deemed necessary to indulge him. The work then publishes the commission given to Raleigh for his Voyage in full, and
alleges he betrayed it: “it appeareth plainely, by the whole sequell of his actions, that he went his owne way, and had his owne ends:
first, to procure his libertie, and then to make new fortunes for himself, casting abroad onely this tale of the Mine as a lure to get
adventurers and followers; having in his eye the Mexico fleete..”. there follows a short account of the voyage and further supposed
misdeeds and ends with a detailed account of Raleigh’s return and purported attempts to escape. A hugely interesting and rare
contemporary account of Raleigh’s last voyage to the Americas and its fatal consequences.
ESTC S115419. STC 20652.5. Pforzheimer 819 (second issue). Sabin 67548. Church 374. Alden 618/37. JCB II:123
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ILLUSTRATED TRAVELS

49. RAMUSIO, Giovanni Battista. Delle navigationi et viaggi...Volume primo. (with) Delle navigationi et viaggio...Volume
secondo. (with) Delle navigationi et viaggi...Volume terzo.
Venice, Giunta, 1613, 1583, 1606
£39,500
Folio. 3 vols. ff. I) (iv) 394; II) 256, 90; III) (iv) 430. Roman letter, with Italic. Woodcut printer’s device to t-ps and last
of II) and III), over 40 woodcut illustrations of inhabitants, flora and fauna of Asia, Africa and America, 12 woodcut or
copperplate maps (10 fold-out including Brazil, Cuzco and Sumatra), decorated initials. Slight mainly marginal foxing
or faint dampstaining, little light age browning, the odd thumb or ink mark. Very good copies, on thick paper and of
fine impression, in early vellum over pasteboards, rebacked and recornered c1900, traces of ties, gilt lettered morocco
label.
Remarkably crisp and clean copies of one of the most important collections of voyages and discoveries, beautifully illustrated. As here,
most recorded sets are composed of different editions and those like this featuring the most complete editions of each of the individual
volumes are rare. 1583 is the first complete (and augmented) edition of vol. 2, and 1606 and 1613 the only complete ones of vols. 1
and 3 (Brunet, IV, 1100 -1101), adding for example the travels of Barents and Federici for the first time.
Born in Treviso, Giovanni Battista Ramusio (1485-1557) worked as secretary and envoy to Alvise Mocenigo, having access to the
latest information on expeditions and travels of exploration reaching Venice from abroad. First published by Ludovico Giunta in three
separate volumes between 1550 and 1565, ‘Delle navigationi’ was a collection of the first-hand Portuguese, Spanish, Greek, Dutch
(all translated in the Italian vernacular) and Italian accounts of voyages to Asia, Africa and America published up to that time,
illustrated with bespoke maps—the first work of its kind. The first volume is mainly devoted to ‘countries which have been known for
300 years’, e.g., from Africa (and the kingdom of Prester John) to the Eastern Indies. The second features the accounts of Marco Polo
on the Tartars and China (with the first mention of tea in Europe), as well as notices on Persia, Armenia and Paolo Giovio’s groundbreaking work on Muscovy. The third is devoted to the world ‘unknown to the ancients’—Columbus’s navigations, Cortéz and
Pizarro’s expeditions, and notices on Mexico, Peru and other American kingdoms. In addition to engaging information on local flora,
fauna, politics and customs, ‘Delle navigationi’ provided accurate topographical information through handsome and innovative fold-out
woodcut and copperplate maps illustrating Cuzco in Peru, Nuova Francia (Newfoundland)—the second separate map of Northeast
America—with the colony of Montreal (the earliest printed such topographical plan for North America), Brazil, Sumatra (the first map
of any island in South-Eastern Asia), Eastern Africa, one of the most complete maps of the Western Hemisphere, and a plan of the
Mexican city of Temistitan. Through their re-prints of 1606 and 1613, the Giunta capitalised on the continuing commercial success of
collections of travel writings epitomised by Richard Hakluyt’s ‘Principal Navigations’ (1589), the original model of which was, as it
were, Ramusio’s work.
I) USTC 851974; BL STC It. C17, p. 720; Cordier III, 1939 (first edition only); Brunet, IV, 1100-1101; Sabin 67735;
Alden 613/108.
II) USTC 851974; Cordier III, 1939 (first edition only); Brunet, IV, 1100-1101; Sabin 67738; Alden 583/59.
III) USTC 4035955; Cordier III, 1939 (first edition only); Brunet, IV, 1100-1101; Sabin 67739; Alden 606/87.
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50. SANDYS, George. A relation of a iourney begun an: Dom: 1610. Foure bookes. Containing a description of the Turkish
Empire, of Ægypt, of the Holy Land, of the remote parts of Italy, and ilands adioyning.
London, Printed [by Thomas Cotes] for Ro: Allot, 1627.
£2,750
Folio pp. (iv) 309 (i), two fldg. engraved plates, without last blank. Mostly Roman letter, some Italic. Fine engraved
architectural title by Delaram depicting Isis, the Sibyl and ‘Achmet', Truth and Constance above, the Cumaean Sibyl
below, double full page map of the eastern Mediterranean and Near East, smaller double-page engraved view of the
sultan's seraglio, 46 fine illustrations of places and costumes engraved in text, many after Natale Bonifacio, variant issue
without the engraving, often missed, intended to fill a blank spot left on D4v. General light age-yellowing, double page
view with two small tears, the occasional mark or spot. A very good copy in early C20th half calf over early marbled
paper boards, spine with gilt ruled raised bands, gilt fleurons, red morocco label gilt, a.e.g.
Third edition of the story of Sandys' great journey throughout 1610 through north Italy, Venice, Turkey, Egypt, the Greek Islands
and Palestine; George Sandy's Relation is one of the most interesting and important travel books of the English Renaissance. He was
an observant traveller as well as an able writer and the work was immediately popular, as well as regarded as authoritative. Izaak
Walton noticed in his 'Compleat Angler' (pt. i, ch. i) Sandys' account of the pigeon courier service between Aleppo and Babylon, and
Milton derived hints for his 'Ode on the Passion' (st. viii) from Sandys’ ‘Hymn to my Redeemer’ composed on visiting the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem. One of the works responsible for reviving English interest in the 'Near East', it is still important for its
references to contemporary customs and commerce and its contribution to the geography and ethnology of the area (see J.F.B. S90 of 1st
ed.). Its faithful engravings of maps, views, costumes and antiquities doubtless contributed to the work’s wide popularity.
“Sandys was a perceptive observer of other peoples and cultures, noting details from everyday life as well as those of more obvious
importance, and he was able to move easily from one to the other in his writing. He comments on the significance of the crocodile in
Egyptian cultural and religious life, as well as recognising the achievements of Egyptian civilisation. Sandys account of the Jews is
notably sympathetic to their plight and the anti-semitic prejudice they have suffered, and he includes comments on Jewish women
(again, sympathetic in the main.)”. Andrew Hadfield. ‘Amazons, Savages, and Machiavels: Travel and Colonial Writing in
English. 1550 -1630.’
Sandys was also deeply interested in America. He was one of the undertakers named in the third charter of the Virginia company and
later treasurer and member of its Council. His celebrated translation of Ovid was actually completed in America."These travels written
in a pleasant style are distinguished by erudition, sagacity and a love of truth" Lowndes.
ESTC S114571. STC 21728. See Blackmer 1484 and Gay 2232. Lowndes VI 2189. Taylor 1089. Alden 637/89 includes references to the Turks' use of tobacco.
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PARTLY COLOURED

51. SANDYS, George. A relation of a iourney ... Containing a description of the Turkish Empire, of Ægypt, of the Holy
Land, of the remote parts of Italy, and ilands adioyning.
London, Printed [by Thomas Cotes] for Ro: Allot, 1627.
£3,750
Folio pp. (iv) 309 (i). A2, B-2D6, two fldg. engraved plates, without last blank. Mostly Roman letter, some Italic. Fine
engraved architectural title by Delaram depicting Isis, the Sibyl and ‘Achmet’, Truth and Constance above, the
Cumaean Sibyl below, with early hand colouring, double full page map of the eastern Mediterranean and Near East,
smaller double-page engraved view of the sultan’s seraglio with early hand colouring, 46 fine illustrations of places and
costumes engraved in text, a few with early hand colouring, many after Natale Bonifacio, variant issue without the
engraving, often missed, intended to fill a blank spot left on D4v. General light age-yellowing, minor, very light
marginal water-staining in places, t-p very slightly soiled, rare mark or spot. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in
handsome contemporary calf, covers blind and double gilt ruled to a panel design, fleurons gilt to outer corners, central
arabesque gilt, rebacked to match, spine with gilt ruled raised bands, corners restored.
Third edition of the story of Sandys’ great journey throughout 1610 through north Italy, Venice, Turkey, Egypt, the Greek Islands
and Palestine; George Sandy’s Relation is one of the most interesting and important travel books of the English Renaissance. He was
an observant traveller as well as an able writer and the work was immediately popular, as well as regarded as authoritative. Izaak
Walton noticed in his ‘Compleat Angler’ (pt. i, ch. i) Sandys’ account of the pigeon courier service between Aleppo and Babylon, and
Milton derived hints for his ‘Ode on the Passion’ (st. viii) from Sandys’ ‘Hymn to my Redeemer’ composed on visiting the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem. One of the works responsible for reviving English interest in the ‘Near East’, it is still important for its
references to contemporary customs and commerce and its contribution to the geography and ethnology of the area (see J.F.B. S90 of 1st
ed.). Its faithful engravings of maps, views, costumes and antiquities doubtless contributed to the work’s wide popularity.
“Sandys was a perceptive observer of other peoples and cultures, noting details from everyday life as well as those of more obvious
importance, and he was able to move easily from one to the other in his writing. He comments on the significance of the crocodile in
Egyptian cultural and religious life, as well as recognising the achievements of Egyptian civilisation. Sandys account of the Jews is
notably sympathetic to their plight and the anti-semitic prejudice they have suffered, and he includes comments on Jewish women (again,
sympathetic in the main.)”. Andrew Hadfield. ‘Amazons, Savages, and Machiavels: Travel and Colonial Writing in English. 1550
-1630.’
Sandys was also deeply interested in America. He was one of the undertakers named in the third charter of the Virginia company and
later treasurer and member of its Council. His celebrated translation of Ovid was actually completed in America.”These travels written
in a pleasant style are distinguished by erudition, sagacity and a love of truth” Lowndes.
ESTC S114571. STC 21728. See Blackmer 1484 and Gay 2232. Lowndes VI 2189. Taylor 1089. Alden 637/89 –
includes references to the Turks’ use of tobacco.
L3080b
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FIRST EDITION OF THE FRENCH TRANSLATION
52. SEMEDO, Alvaro. Histoire universelle du grand royaume de la Chine...
Paris, Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, et Gabriel Cramoisy, 1645
£3,750
FIRST EDITION thus. pp. [xii], 367, [iii], last blank. ã4, *2, A-2Y4. Roman letter, some Italic. Title printed in red
and black with engraved printer’s device, floriated woodcut initials and grotesque headpieces, typographical ornaments,
C19th library stamp of ‘M Horson, avocat’ on blank margin of title. Age yellowing, some quires a bit browned,
occasional minor spotting, light marginal water-stains in places. A good copy in contemporary vellum over thin
pasteboards, a little soiled.
First edition of the French translation of Semedo’s seminal work on the China, dedicated to Cardinal Mazarin. Semedo, born in 1586,
entered the Jesuit Novitiate in 1602 and in 1608 departed for Goa where he completed his studies. He arrived in Nangking in 1613
and remained in the south of China throughout his many years of residence. In 1636 he was sent back to Europe to secure further
assistance for the mission and new recruits. Between 1640 and 1644 he visited Lisbon, Madrid and Rome and published this work to
further those aims. It was first published in Portuguese in 1641, then translated, rearranged and republished at Madrid in 1642. It was
from this text that the work was then translated and published in Italian (1643) French (1645) and English (1655). He returned to
China where he occupied the important post of vice-provincial of the China mission, remaining in Canton until his death in 1659.
The generally sympathetic manner in which Semedo presented China to European readers shows this work was part of the Jesuit policy
of accommodation in China. It is divided into two parts; the first, occupying two thirds of the book, deals with the temporal state of
China and includes a great variety of topics. The second treats the spiritual state of China and is really a history of the Jesuit mission
since the arrival of Francois Xavier in 1552. Semedo describes ia. the geography of China, its people and their habits, language,
education and examination system, degrees, books and sciences, banquets, games, marriage, funerals, religions, superstitions and
sacrifices, weapons, nobility, government, prisons and punishment, as well as the Moslems, Jews and other nationalities resident in
China and the history of Christianity before the arrival of the Jesuits. Although Mendoza’s and the Ricci-Trigault histories had
contained brief descriptions of the language, Semedo’s greatly expanded on these with much new material. His 23 year residence had
given him considerable fluency in Chinese. He stressed the great antiquity of the Chinese language considering it to be one of the
languages created at the destruction of Babel, and noted its relative grammatical simplicity, suggesting that it would be a good model for
constructing a universal language, and gave a brief description of the composition of Chinese characters. His detailed descriptions of such
things as the literati examinations, degrees, Buddhists, Taoists, Confucians and Eunuchs reflected a broad range of contact with Chinese
society. His descriptions have a ring of authority and his attitude was markedly sympathetic to the Chinese and was far less critical of
Chinese religions. He presented a very sympathetic, almost idealised portrait of Chinese education, noting the early role of moral
teaching, good manners and obedience, and accurately stated the role of calligraphy and composition in the traditional Chinese
curriculum. His description of the Eunuchs in China was equally colourful and detailed, describing their broad distribution in Ming
Society and their specific roles in palaces, colleges and tribunals. He gave a very favourable assessment of Confucius and his teachings,
describing his works in detail, and the tripartite division of Confucian cosmology. A good copy of this most interesting work, one of the
first genuine and sympathetic pictures of China presented to an occidental audience.
BM STC Fr. C17. S595. Cordier Sinica I, 24.
L1312
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53. [SOTO, Hernando de], HAKLUYT, Richard. Virginia richly valued, by the description of the maine land of
Florida, her next neighbour.
London, Felix Kyngston for Matthew Lownes, 1609.
£115,000
FIRST EDITION thus. 4to., pp. [viii] 180. A-Z4, 2A2. Roman letter some Italic. Small woodcut ornament on title,
white on black criblé initials, some historiated. Light age yellowing, t-p fractionally dusty, expert repairs to worm trail to
blank margins of first half of book, sometimes just touching side-notes, blank outer margins of last two leaves repaired,
just touching a few letters of side-notes, as with the blank outer upper corner of N2, headline of penultimate leaf
fractionally trimmed, minor marginal spot or thumb mark. A good copy, in modern calf antique, spine with raised
bands, green morocco label, a.e.g.
First English edition of one of the great narratives of American exploration and one of the earliest printed books relating to Texas.
Hakluyt was a gifted geographer and linguist, “one of the leading spirits in the Elizabethan maritime expansion” (PMM) and had met
the foremost explorers of the age such as Drake, Raleigh, Gilbert and Frobisher, and corresponded with Ortelius and Mercator. With
remarkable foresight, he saw America and India as key territories for the extension of British colonies and pleaded for an expansion of
English interests there. He was a consultant to the East India Company and a patentee of that for Virginia. De Soto’s expedition took
in the Florida coast before crossing Georgia to the Savannah River, down the Alabama River to the Mississippi before proceeding to
Oklahoma. They returned along the Arkansas hoping to reach the Gulf but, finding only the Mississippi again, they ventured across the
Texas plains to the Brazos River and, despairing of managing an overland route to Mexico, they returned once more to the Mississippi
and proceeded down-river to the Gulf on rafts. This is a companion tract to Lescarbot’s ‘Nova Francia’ of the same year. The original
text, Relaçlam verdadeira..., was printed in 1557 at Evora, Portugal and gives the best account of de Soto’s expedition to Florida. “It
was translated by Hakluyt with a view of inducing settlers to go out to the new colony of Virginia. This translation is among the rarest of
Hakluyt’s works”. Church.
“Hakluyt was associated with the Virginia Company as a patentee under its charters of 1606 and 1609 and as a shareholder, although
his involvement was advisory at most and not in any way executive. He translated the account of the ‘Gentleman of Elvas’ of Hernando
de Soto’s travels as ‘Virginia Richly Valued’ (1909), which he dedicated to the company as a work that ‘doth yeeld much light to our
enterprise now on foot’. .. .He returned to a style of presentation recognisable from his 1584 ‘Discourse’, focusing on commodities,
including gold and copper (relying on new reports from Harriot) pearls, mulberry trees, dyestuffs, salt, and the ongoing promise of a route
to the South sea. His view of the ‘manners and dispositions’ of the ‘inhabitants’ remained essentially admiring, yet recent experience had
taught that they could not be trusted. He recommended a mild approach, but stated that ‘if a gentle polishing will not serve’, there were
enough ‘hammerous and rough masons .. I mean our soldiours trained up in the Netherlands, to square and prepare them to our
Preachers hands’. Claire Jowitt. ‘Richard Hakluyt and Travel Writing in Early Modern Europe’.
The records of the expedition contributed greatly to European knowledge about the geography, biology, and ethnology of the New World.
The de Soto expedition’s descriptions of North American natives are the earliest- known source of information about the societies in the
Southeast. They are the only European description of the culture and habits of North American native tribes before these peoples
encountered other Europeans. De Soto’s men were both the first and nearly the last Europeans to witness the villages and civilization of
the Mississippian culture.
A good copy of this now exceedingly rare and important work.
ESTC S122013. STC 22938; Church 337; Vail Frontier 13. Sabin 24896. Alden 609/131
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EDITIO PRINCEPS
54. STRABO. De Situ Orbis.
Venice, Heirs of Aldus Manutius, 1516.
£55,000
EDITIO PRINCEPS. Folio, pp. 348 (i.e. 366); Greek letter; Aldine device on title and final verso, elegant section
titles, vine-work initials and head-pieces in red at beginning of each book; minor repair to title, light damp stains,
mainly on gutter and upper margin; paper flaws on 65 just affecting a couple of letters. A very good, well-margined
copy in nearly contemporary limp vellum, author's name inked in Greek capitals along spine and fore-edge; slightly
dust-soiled; Feltrinelli’s label on front pastedown and blind stamp on lower outer margin of front endpaper.
First edition of the original text of one of the earliest and most influential geographical surveys of Antiquity. Scion of a prominent family
of the Pontus region, Strabo (64/63 BC-c. 25 AD) travelled extensively through Southern Europe, North Africa and Middle East,
mostly during the peaceful reign of Augustus. The Geography is his only surviving work and the first comprehensive account of the
subject as known to his contemporaries.
The topography, geology, history and political features of the main regions of the Roman world are thoroughly described, relying on firsthand investigation and many Greek sources now lost, such as the writings of the first systematic geographer, Eratosthenes (c.276195/4 BC), and of Hipparchus (c.190-120 BC). Above all, however, Strabo regards Homer as the most authoritative writer. Strabo’s
descriptions of the Mediterranean regions, Asia Minor and Egypt are excellent, while those of Gaul and Britain are weaker. Almost
unknown to the Romans, the Latin version of the Geography became the standard geographical reference work during the Middle Ages.
Among many other significant remarks and hypotheses, Strabo was the first scholar to discuss in detail fossil formation and vulcanism
(both in Book 3).
This editio princeps – beautifully enriched with section titles, capitals and head-pieces printed in red (an unusual feature for the Aldine
press) – was accomplished by Benedetto Tirreno and Andrea Torresani, most likely with the help of Marco Musuro; the dedication to
Alberto Pio of Carpi bears a touching encomium of Aldus, recently passed away. The text was drawn from a rather corrupted
manuscript, now in the BnF (Par. gr. 1395). The enterprise was wholeheartedly encouraged by Jean Grolier, who urged Torresani to
continue editing and publishing Greek and Latin classics, as Aldus had done throughout his career.
BM STC it., 648; Adams, S1903; Hoffmann III, 453; Renouard, 77:7; Brunet, V, 554; Graesse, VI, 505.
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AN UNSOPHISTICATED COPY OF THIS IMPORTANT WORK
55. THEVET, Andre. Historia dell'India America detta altramente Francia antartica, di M. Andrea Tevet tradotta di francese in
lingua iataliana, da M. Giuseppe Horologgi.
Venice, Gabriel Giolito de'Ferrari, 1561.
£13,500
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. pp (xxxii) 363 (iii). (lacking last blank) Italic letter. Woodcut device on title, head of title
with woodcut ornament, larger device on recto of last leaf, charming historiated woodcut initials, headpieces and
ornaments, “FF. 300 de Giovanni Romani da Casalmaggiore an 1780” on fly “De Capuccin di Casalmaggiore” in
slightly earlier hand, in lower blank margin of title. Age yellowing, some browning to a few leaves, minor marginal
foxing in places, minor occasional marginal water-stains, the odd marginal ink stain and thumb mark. A good copy, in
contemporary vellum over boards, manuscript title on spine, small slit to vellum on spine.
First edition of the Italian translation by Giuseppe Horologgi of Les Singularitez de la France Antarctique, first published at Paris in
1557, a most important first hand account of Thevet’s journey to Brazil. Thevet, a Franciscan, accompanied Villegagnon on a French
expedition in 1555 to establish a colony on the coast of Brazil. This important narrative of that unsuccessful venture contains one of the
earliest descriptions of tobacco and its use by the Indians, as well as descriptions of Peru, Cuba, and Canada, the latter account derived
from Jacques Cartier. Giolito reissued this translation in 1584. An English translation appeared in 1568. Thevet’s first travels occurred
in about 1550, when he accompanied the Cardinal Jean de Lorraine on a journey into Italy and the Mediterranean basin. His experience
as a traveler attracted the attention of Nicolas Durand, Chevalier de Villegagnon, who was preparing to found a colony in what is today
Brazil. He asked Thevet to accompany the expedition as its confessor. Thevet fell ill during the voyage and had to return to France after
only ten weeks in Brazil. Using his own observations, however, combined with information gained from other travellers, Thevet quickly
produced his ‘Singularitez de la France Antarctique’ on his return.
Thevet writes here in detail of that attempt to form a colony, and includes vivid descriptions of the manners and customs of the natives
whom he met. It seems probable, however, that his accounts of North America, which form a large portion of this book, and which he
claims are based on first hand knowledge, derived mainly from conversations with Jacques Cartier, Sebastian Cabot, and the Sieur de
Roberval. Nevertheless he gives one of the earliest descriptions of Canada, one of the earliest accounts of Newfoundland and Labrador, and
one of the earliest discussions of the customs and ceremonies of the Indians, including a marvellous description of tobacco-smoking (p.
333). André Thevet traveled extensively and wrote prolifically. Few sixteenth-century writers covered more territory or wrote more
ambitiously. While today Thevet is seen largely as a compiler and editor of experiences that belonged to others, his work on Brazil
remains important to those studying the first encounters with the New World. A good, unsophisticated copy of this important work.
BM STC It C16th p. 668. Sabin 95336. Brunet V: 814: "Cette traduction ne se trouve pas facilement". Church 112.
Borba de Moraes II, p. 858. Alden 561/52. Arents 9. Mcgill 833 (Fr. edn.) Lande 833.
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RARE AND EXTRAORDINARILY ILLUSTRATED
56. TRIGAULT, Nicolas. De Christianis apud Japonios triumphis sive de gravissima ibidem contra Christi fidem persecutione
exorta anno MDCXII usq. ad annum MDCXX libri quinque.
Munich, Rader and Raphael Sadeler, 1623
£6,950
FIRST EDITION. 4to. pp. (xvi), 518, (ii). Roman letter. Finely engraved title page depicting St. Francis Xavier and
St. Ignatius Loyola, angels above, engraved printer’s device on verso of last, seventeen full page engraving depicting the
execution of Christians in Japan (one with revised eng. superimposed), floriated woodcut initials, “Assistentia
Germania Societatis Jessu” in contemporary hand at head of title. Light age browning, slight foxing, the occasional
marginal thumb mark small tear to lower blank corner of D1. A good, clean copy, with excellent impression of the
engravings, in contemporary vellum over thin paste boards, remains of ties, fly leaves loose.
First edition of this rare, extraordinarily illustrated, and important account of the persecution of Christians in Japan from 1612 to
1620, a period in which Japan closed itself off from the rest of the world and suppressed Christianity entirely, effectively expelling all
Europeans and executing Christians of all denominations. Nicolas Trigault was a distinguished member of the Jesuit mission to China,
which he had joined in 1610. He returned to Europe in 1615, traveling on foot through Persia, Arabia and Egypt, to obtain a fresh
supply of recruits for the mission. Besides his account of the Jesuit mission to China (the first detailed account of that empire published in
Europe) and a summary of the Japanese mission from 1609 to 1612, he completed, just before his departure in 1618 for China (in
which he took forty-four missionaries, who had volunteered to follow him) four books concerning the triumphs of the Christians in the
recent persecutions in Japan, to which he added, whilst in Goa, a fifth book bringing the narrative up to 1616. The work was printed in
1623, with a small additional text filling in the years from 1617-20 and a list of Japanese martyrs, now numbering two hundred and
sixty-eight. There was also added a list of the thirty eight houses and residences (including two colleges, one at Arima, the other at
Nagasaki), which the Jesuits had been obliged to abandon, and of five Franciscan, four Dominican and two Augustinian convents from
which the inmates had been driven. The work was rapidly translated into French and Spanish. Trigault’s work was almost entirely
derived from the annual Jesuit letters sent from Japan and from his conversations with survivors of the persecutions and is the best
contemporary account of the great persecutions of Japanese Christians in the early Tokugawa period, providing detailed and vivid
accounts of the events. The seventeen extraordinary engravings, depicting the torture and execution of the Japanese Christians, were
most probably made by Raphael Sadeler, and are very finely executed and designed. Trigault wrote extensively on the Far East and his
account of the persecution of Christians in Japan is a classic of its time.
Illustrated editions of the early Jesuit accounts of Japan are extremely uncommon.
BM STC Ger. C17th T713. Cordier, BJ 295. Streit V, 1305. De Backer & Sommervogel, VIII, 242.8.
L1375
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57. TRIGAULT, Nicolas. De Christiana expeditione.
Lyon, Horatius Cardon, 1616
£6,500
4to. pp. (xvi) 628 (xii), fold-out plan and index. Roman letter with Italic. Charming engraved architectural t-p with
standing figures of Francis Xavier and Matteo Ricci, cherubs, stemma of the Society of Jesus, and map of China;
decorated head- and tailpieces with foliage, satyrs, fleurs-de-lis and arabesques; decorated initials; fold- out plan with
key of Jesuit residence in Peking; marbled fore-edges in red and blue. A few gatherings lightly browned, intermittent
faint water stain to outer lower corner, occasional ink marks, the odd slight marginal foxing, small marginal loss to one
fol. A very good, crisp, well-margined copy in contemporary vellum, lightly rubbed. ‘1400’ and ‘RC Jenkins, Lyminge
Feb 25 1887’ on front pastedown, ‘usc £15’ on rear pastedown.
A good, crisp copy of the second edition of Nicolas Trigault’s influential Latin translation of Matteo Ricci SJ. Trigault (1577-1628)
was a Flemish Jesuit who carried out ground-breaking missionary work in China in the early C17. Inspired by the activities of Ricci,
Trigault founded new missions and encouraged the translation of European works on science and religion into Chinese. Between 1614
and 1618, Trigault was in Europe to report to Pope Paul V about the Chinese missions and to promote the Jesuits’ work in China.
Whilst in Europe, he edited and translated from Italian into Latin Matteo Ricci’s missionary journal, first published in 1615 and
reprinted numerous times. Ricci (1552-1610) spent over twenty years in China, where he travelled extensively, founded several
missions and supervised the construction of a Catholic church in Peking, a city hitherto ‘forbidden’ to Westerners. Ricci quickly
mastered Chinese script and Classical Chinese, a linguistic talent he applied to the writing of a Portuguese-Chinese dictionary. After
devoting a few pages to Ricci’s biography, ‘De expeditione’ provides a short introduction to Chinese administration, art and religion,
including the presence of Islamism and Judaism. The rest of the work is concerned with the deeds of Ricci (and sometimes other Jesuit
missionaries), his travels, learning, and encounters. One section is devoted to one of Ricci’s fundamental contributions to Chinese
culture: a European-style world map (1.52 x 3.66 metres) in Chinese, centred on China, which the Wanli Emperor requested to be
printed on silk and hung on the walls of his palace—it was also the first Chinese map to feature the Americas. A Latin adaptation of
this map, circumscribed to the Chinese Empire, is present on the t-p of this edition.
This copy belonged to Robert C. Jenkins (1815-96), a renowned C19 English antiquarian.
Brunet V, 946: ‘ouvrage curieux’; Graesse VII, 197; Cordier II, 809.
L2737
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A JESUIT ACCOUNT OF CHINA

58. TRIGAULT, Nicolas. Due lettere annue della Cina del 1610 e del 1611.
Milan, per l’her. di Pacifico Pontio & Gio. Battista Piccaglia, 1615.
£5,850
FIRST EDITION (?). 8vo. pp. (viii) 221 (iii). Roman letter, occasional Italic. Jesuit device to t-p, decorated initials,
typographical headpiece. Slight age browning, faint water stain to lower outer part, two little worm holes to first and
last gathering, one touching a few letters. A good copy in modern vellum.
An uncommon edition of Nicolas Trigault’s two earliest, important letters from China, sent in 1610 and 1611 to Cardinal Claudio
Acquaviva in Rome. Trigault (1577-1628) was a Flemish Jesuit who carried out ground- breaking missionary work in China.
Inspired by the activities of Matteo Ricci, Trigault founded new missions and encouraged the translation of European works on science
and religion (including liturgies) into Chinese. A portrait of Trigault in Chinese costume (now at the New York Metropolitan
Museum) was painted by Peter Paul Rubens in 1617, when Trigault visited the Jesuit college in Antwerp to raise funds for his
missions. The two letters in this edition were written shortly after his first arrival in Peking and contributed greatly, together with
Ricci’s texts, to bring in greater knowledge of China to Western Europeans. The 1610 missive is a beautifully- written and engaging
factual and anecdotal survey, in the form of a travelogue, of the political, cultural and religious situation of China, including its
government (‘the King acknowledges no other God but himself’) and religious cults, and a description of the principles of the Chinese
language (with ‘hieroglyphs’ which only express ‘sounds’, not vowels or consonants). The second letter is a long account focusing on the
Jesuits’ ‘adventures’ during their missionary work, from their flight from a house fire to meetings with local governors, the
administration of holy water to native converts resembling more an exorcism rather than a Christian ritual, and the great difficulties
they faced in obtaining a burial place for Matteo Ricci in Peking. Another edition of these influential letters was printed in Rome by
Bartolomeo Zannetti in the same year, but no priority has been established.
Newberry and Minnesota at Minneapolis copies recorded in the US.
Cordier II, 808. Not in BL STC C17 It., Brunet or Graesse.
L2727
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WITH 507 WOODCUT PLATES
59. VECELLIO, Cesare. Habiti antichi et moderni di tutto il mondo.
Venice, Giovanni Bernardo Sessa, 1598.
£6,850
8to, ff. [lvi],507. Italic and roman letter, woodcut engraved t-p, floriated and historiated initials, woodcut plates on
numbered leaves' verso, Italian ms. ex-libris on t-p “ Fran. Ant. J. Moccia” with a date “1709”, p.159 C17 ms.
monogram. Very clean and good copy in C17 vellum recased.
Second and most complete edition with 507 woodcut plates, among them 87 new ones. This addition includes a section on American
countries with 19 plates on Peru, Cusco, Mexico, Virginia and Florida. This edition comports a Latin translation along with the
Italian original 1590 text. This work is considered the apex of Cinquecento costume book achievement. This copiously illustrated
costume compendium works from antiquity to modernity and the last discoveries. It presents, in the first part on Europe, the fashions of
the different cities of Italy and focus on Venice. Starting with a bare-midriffed and brawny Trojan, the work soon moves on to bejewelled elegant Venetian ladies in rich brocades, richly-gilded merchant's wives and surprisingly modestly dressed courtesans, a bearded
doge, hooded monks, convicts in chains and tradesmen playing their wares. Intricately detailed, including even buttons, shoelaces and
earrings, the drawings are appealingly presented in a selection of decorative frames. Many of the subjects appear to be based on
manuscript or printed sources, for example those of Nicolas de Nicolay and Pieter de Coeck on Turkish costumes.
The second part of the text covers Asia and Africa, with a further 59 woodcuts. Consciously exotic in the choice of costume with figures
wielding scimitars, bows and spears, including a fully-veiled woman, it travels through i.a. Turkey, Armenia, Georgia, Persia,
Damascus, Syria, the West Indies, Ethiopia, China, Egypt, and the Canary Isles, concluding with a couple of fearsome Americans
natives, resplendent in skimpy loincloths. Cesare Vecellio (1521-1601), painter and engraver, was related to Tiziano Veceli, named
Titian, and was probably his assistant. He accompanied Titian to Augsburg in 1598. The Brera's Museum at Milan has one of his
paintings, a Trinity and he is known for his fore-edge painting in the Pilone’s collection. Several important books were illustrated by
Cesare Vecellio, one of them, our book, has 420 plates engraved after the drawing of our artist by Christopher Chrieger or Krüger,
named also Cristoforo Guerra (German artist from Nuremberg who worked at Venice during the second part of the sixteen century).
A fascinating insight into the fashion of the 16th century.
BM STC It; EDIT 16; Brunet, V, 1104; Sabin, XXVI, 296” Book XII. De gli habiti dell' A1mericana, leaves 488
-507. The first edition does not include this section. The woodcuts are from a drawing by Titian, according to a
statement in the third edition, 1664. c. This ascription is considered doubtful by Brunet” ; Lipperheide 22 ; Maggs
Bros., Bibiotheca Americana, Part V, 1598 “Libro XII contains full-page woodcuts of the costumes of the inhabitants
of Peru, Cusco, Mexico, Virginia and Florida, both men and women”; European Americana, 598/112; Vinet,
Bibliographie méthodique et raisonnée des Beaux Arts, p. 266.
L1435
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EXCELLENT EDITION WITH WOODCUT ASTRONOMICAL DIAGRAMS AND TABLES
60. ZAPPULLO, Michele. Historie di quattro principali citta del mondo, Gerusalemme, Roma, Napoli e Venetia....
Aggiuntoui vn compendio dell'istorie dell'Indie.
Venice, appresso Giorgio Greco, 1603
£2,350
4to. pp. (xvi), 449 (i.e.439) (i).Italic letter. Woodcut printer’s device on title, floriated woodcut initials woodcut and
typographical headpieces, small woodcut astrological diagrams with several astrological tables, early monogram G.N.P.
in blank margin of title price? 3.10 below. Light age yellowing, some very light browning in places, tiny tear in outer
blank margin of title. A very good, clean copy in contemporary vellum over boards, all edges speckled red.
Excellent edition of Zappullo’s description of the four principal cities of the world appended with a long and important description of the
New World. “The first edition of a turn of the century, Counter -Reformation history of the three principal cities in the world Jerusalem Rome and Naples, published in Naples in 1598 by Michele Zappullo, brings together Naples classical inheritance and the
common view of successive epochs. Zappullo recounts world history as a succession of ages in the light of God’s intervention into human
affairs. According to Zappullo, whereas Jerusalem was sacred to the Jews, .. Rome was the seat of the gentile .... Naples on the other
hand proved to be the first city of Europe converted to Christianity and the refuge of Christianity during the persecution of the primitive
church, and since then has remained steadfast in its ancient faith. ... And with the passing of 1600 without an end to the world,
Zappullo’s subsequent editions were able to expand his argument to the spread of Christianity to the Venetians and to the people of the
New World.” John A. Marino ‘Becoming Neapolitan: Citizen Culture in Baroque Naples’. Zappullo added the city of Venice and
his description of the Indies to the second and subsequent editions; Venice due to its long history not subject to its enemies and the Indies
as the hope and fulfillment of the spread of God’s word to all of mankind. The substantial account of the New World, pages 341-422,
deal primarily with Central and South America, but also mentions Canada, Labrador, and the St. Lawrence River, and even Japan
and India. There is a chapter on astronomy at the end. “Michele Zappullo, mourned the long reign of the Devil in the New World,
with the consequent loss of millions of souls. Zappullo charged the Indians, both men and women, with being cruel, bestial,
treacherous, senseless, ignorant, inconstant and thievish; ..He offered graphic depictions of the various Aztec modes of human sacrifice,
but did not indicate that these practices were limited to Mexico. Zappullo claimed that sodomy was so common among the Indians that
men married other men, with the one who played the part of wife performing all the tasks usually assigned to women. In close imitation
of Gomara, Zapullo scornfully depicted the poverty of Indian life. The Indians lacked all things necessary for human comfort, such as
wheat, wine and the olive: mills, beasts of burden and iron. They had no weights, measures or numbers; no music or letters; indeed,
none of the liberal arts.” Benjamin Keen ‘The Aztec Image in Western Thought’. A very good copy of this most interesting work.
BM STC It. C17th. p. 976. Alden 603/122. Sabin 106254. JFB Z3. Houzeau and Lancaster 12748. (1609 edn. only)
L1430
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SLAVERY AND THE SPANISH COLONIES
61. CASAS, Bartolomé, de lasLa libertà pretesa dal supplice schiavo indiano.
Venice, M. Ginammi, 1640
b2 25
4to. pp. 155 (iii), last blank. Roman letter, with Italic, double column. Woodcut printer’s device to t-p. Water stain to
upper outer corner of first three gatherings, many lower edges untrimmed, maginal flaws to a few ll. at tail, worm trail
to lower margin of A1-A3. A good, thick paper copy in contemporary vellum, title inked to spine, couple of old stains
to covers, contemporary inscription ‘Iulij Card[inalis] (?)’ to t-p.
Second edition of the first Italian translation of this major work of American colonisation. Bartolomé de las Casas (1484-1566) was
among the most influential figures in the definition of juridical and social principles for the Spanish colonisation of the Americas. One of
the earliest settlers, he freed his native slaves in 1515, later defending their rights in front of the Emperor Charles V. In the 1520s, he
joined the Dominican order and acted as a missionary for several years. He was the first to be appointed to the office of ‘Protector of the
Indios’, responsible for the well-being of the natives in the colonies. Originally published as ‘Entre los remedios’ in Seville in 1552,
‘Libertà’ first appeared in Italian in 1636 as ‘Il supplice schiavo indiano’. Addressed to Charles V, it was a manifesto (in 20 points)
against ‘encomienda’, i.e., the Spanish settlers’ practice, authorised by the Crown, of exacting tributes and forced labour from the
natives. It gave fundamental contributions to ‘the development of a canon law seeking to keep separate…the reasons of the
evangelisation of new peoples and those of the state’, and to reflections on the natural right of the natives and the necessity to balance
evangelisation and human dignity (Dalla Torre, 9-10). Translated by the printer Marco Ginammi, but maintaining the Spanish
original, the 1640 edition was dedicated to Odoardo Farnese, Duke of Parma, who had visited his bookshop in Venice. Ginammi,
who had also printed Bartolomé’s work on the conquest and destruction of the Indies, decided also to print that on the natives’ right to
freedom because ‘freedom should come before conquest’. Ginammi was catering to the growing interest of the Venetian public in the
conquest of the Indies and the particular success of Bartolomé’s not always orthodox works. Indeed, Venetian readers, ‘proud of the
independence of their territory’, probably accepted more readily Bartolomé’s statements in defence of freedom over subjection, which also
‘introduced several doubts on the legitimacy of the dominion of the Spanish government in America’ (Serafin, 148). A remarkably
influential early work on law, religion and human rights.
Alden 640/46; JFB C137; Sabin 11245; BL STC It. C17, p. 196 (1657 ed.). S. Serafin, ‘La conquista americana
nell’editoria veneziana dei secoli XVI and XVII’, Rassegna Iberistica, 56 (1996), 129-51; G. Dalla Torre, ‘Presentazione’,
in M. Martinelli, Il pensiero giuridico di Bartolomé de Las Casas e l’evangelizzazione delle Indie (Rome, 1993).
L3098
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BEST AND BIGGEST TERRESTRIAL GLOBE GORES
62. CORONELLI, Vincenzo.Gores for the terrestrial globe.
Venice, Vincenzo Coronelli, [1692-1707].
b45 00
Printed 3 ½ foot terrestrial globe, comprising 24 half-gores (12 for each hemisphere, c.45 x 9cm each, excluding
border), and 2 round polar calottes (diameter: c.38cm, excluding border). Each half-gore divided into two quarters of
varying length, glued on verso. A handful slightly toned, two expertly remargined, few, small, scattered worm holes, a
handful repaired to blank verso, very occasional light staining, three with text from Coronelli’s Isolario on verso. Very
rare, fresh, clean and in strong impression. Loose, in modern folder.
Rare, beautifully-preserved, complete terrestrial globe by Vincenzo Coronelli—‘the greatest globe-maker of all times’ (Wallis, ‘Libro dei
globi’, xviii). Large, complete, mounted globes of this date are seldom offered for sale; unassembled sets of gores are even scarcer.
Vincenzo Coronelli (1650-1718) trained as a xylographer in Ravenna before entering the Franciscan Order in the 1660s. Very keen
on astronomy and geometry, he began to work as a geographer c.1678, receiving a commission for a terrestrial and a celestial globe,
c.175cm in diameter, for Ranuccio II Farnese, Duke of Parma. Louis XIV’s advisers impressed the King with reports on these
magnificent globes and Coronelli was invited to Paris to produce two more—twice as big—which brought him definitive fame.
In 1684, in Venice, he started a business producing maps, plans, illustrations and printed terrestrial and celestial globes, intended to be
sold in pairs. The present terrestrial globe is the largest produced in print, with a diameter of 3 ½ feet, a total of c.109cm. The gores were
engraved at the Convento dei Frari in Venice; the same plates continued to be used, in different states with minimal changes, to at least
1707. The gores were meant to be glued onto a sphere made of wood or papier-mâché, covered with a thick layer of plaster; they could
however be bought unassembled, a more convenient and cheaper option.
The present copy was produced with material printed from 1692 possibly up to 1707, the use of gores produced at different times was a
common occurrence in Coronelli’s works. In the cartouche, his name is followed by ‘Lettor pubblico’ (an appointment he received in
1689); it also includes references to his ‘Atlante Veneto’, first published in 1691-96 (Milanesi, ‘Coronelli’, 135). Most gores were
taken either from the ‘Isolario’, part of Coronelli’s ‘Atlante Veneto’, or from the ‘Libro dei globi’, first published in 1697. ‘The
difficulty of transporting large, fully assembled globes and the high cost of mounting them, which not all customers were willing to
sustain, were probably the reasons that prompted Coronelli to publish the gores in […] the “Libro dei globi”’ (Milanesi, ‘Coronelli’,
157). The 3 ½ foot terrestrial globe was the more problematic to transfer onto a folio atlas due to the amount of text featured in its gores,
in relation to their size. These had to be big enough and bound in vertically, for easy reading. Coronelli thus opted to print only part of
each gore by masking part of the copperplate with paper; for later issues, identical copperplates were made anew, cut at the tropics to fit
the page. This decision was dictated also by the worry that buyers might acquire an atlas, trim the maps and use them to construct their
own globe. The most frequent watermark bore three moon crescents, a design adopted by Venetian papermakers to sell their paper in
Arabic countries more easily (Scianna, ‘Libro dei globi’, 24). Another, present also on this copy, was the fleur-de-lis with a P.
However, this copy also bears watermarks hitherto unrecorded in earlier issues: a heraldic escutcheon with the initials MA, a third with a
crescent and another with three stars. This last is similar to Heawood 813, unidentified but probably later. A possibility is that some of
the plates came from the third and fourth issues of the ‘Libro’, published in 1699 and 1707, now remarkably scarce, with minimal or
no alterations (Scianna, ‘Libro dei globi’, XVIII). They are too rare to be available for comparison.
Coronelli’s maps were based on Blaeu’s ‘Atlas maior’ as well as later cartographic models and sources, up to the early 1680s. From an
aesthetic point of view, they featured superbly-engraved decorations including vessels, geographical allegorical figures, elephants and
fighting natives, as well as explanatory cartouches. Australia has a definite outline, partly resembling Melchisédech Thévenot’s map of
‘New Holland’ (1663), including Tasman’s explorations in Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania) and the western coast of New
Zealand (‘Australia’, 32-33). As in most contemporary maps, Tasmania is portrayed without the north coast, whilst the eastern part
of Australia remains indistinct (‘Mapping Our World’, 176-77). For South America, Coronelli summarised the discoveries along
Magellan’s route, highlighting the early C17 expeditions of Le Maire and Schouten, which revealed the true outline of Tierra del Fuego
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and Patagonia. He also added the more recent expeditions of Brouwer and John Narborough along the coast of Chile in the 1670s, and
Sharp’s along the coast of Peru in the 1680s (‘Cartografia Magallanica’, 77-88). The North American outline featured major
innovations including the Jesuit missionary Cavelier de la Salle’s exploration of Louisiana and his descent along the Mississippi in the
1680s, and Nicolosi’s discovery that the Rio Grande flows into the Gulf of Mexico. California is nevertheless still shown as an island.
A very rare item, beautifully preserved
Gyözö Török, ‘Réduire des géants. Le grand globe imprimé de « trois pieds et demi » de diamètre’, in Les Globes de
Louis XIV, ed. D. Hofmann and H. Richard (Paris, 2007), 337-50; M. Pelletier, ‘I globi di Coronelli’, in
Vincenzo Coronelli e l’imago mundi, ed. D. Domini and M. Milanesi (Ravenna, 1998), 90-110; M. Milanesi, Vincenzo
Coronelli, Cosmographer (1650-1718) (Turnhout, 2016); Mapping Our World (Nat. Lib. of Australia, 2013); Australia in
Maps (Nat. Lib. of Australia, 2007); Cartografia Magallanica, 1523-1945 (1999); N. Scianna, Il Libro dei Globi di
Vincenzo Coronelli (1999).
L3258
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